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IQb. Frame-story: Third Section, Part 2.   The Gift of
Indra's Throne
Indra wisht to interrupt the austerities of Vigvamitra.1 For this
purpose he decided to send whichever nymph, Rambha or Urvagi,
could prove herself the better dancer. As each claimed the superiority,
it was arranged that they should both give exhibitions before the
assembly of the gods. Even then no one could decide between them;
so, on the advice of Narada, Indra sent Matali to summon Vikrama,
as an authority, to decide the matter. Vikrama 2 gave the palm to
TJrvaQi. When Indra askt why, his explanation3 showed such in-
sight and skill that Indra was greatly pleased, and gave him as a re-
ward a pair of garments 4 and his own beautiful throne. This throne
Vikrama took back to his city with him; there he set it up, and as-
cended it in an auspicious moment, and ruled his kingdom.
JR discards this whole section, and substitutes for it a very short account, as follows:
Indra observed the noble character of Vikrama, and as a token of his admiration
gave him his own lovely throne. Vikrama performed the coronation-ceremony for it,
and mounted it thereafter every day. 1. BR, abbreviates the first part of the chapter:
At this time R. and TL danst before Indra. Those present could discern no difference
between them, and to decide which was superior Indra sent for Vikrama. 2. From
here BR agrees with SR and MR. 3. The details of his exposition differ in the several
versions, and even, in the case of BR, in the several mss. of the same version. SR puts
into his mouth several verses said to be from a nrtyagastra. 4. So MR, BR (the gar-
ments are described in both as agnidhauta); in SR " garments and other gifts/'
N.B. — JR here inserts its Section IX, describing the cultivated and artistic life at
the court of Vikrama.
IV.  Frame-story: Fourth Section.  Death of Vikrama and Hiding
of the Throne
After * a time Qalivahana was born in Prati§thana 2 of a little girl,
by the serpent-prince Qe§a. Evil omens were seen at Ujjayinl, and
soothsayers 3 foretold the king's destruction. The king thought this
could not be, since Qiva had granted him the boon that he should not
meet death except at the hands of a son of a two-and-a-half-year-old4
girl. The soothsayers 3 however assured him that such a one must
have been born. So the king sent forth his familiar, the vetala, to
find the boy. Coming to Prati§lMna the vetala found a little boy
and girl playing together in the house of a potter, and was tbld by the
girl that the boy was her son. This was confirmed by the father of

